Abstract. Stability criteria are derived for the explicit difference schemes appropriate to the following problems: 1) heat conduction in a slab in contact with a well stirred liquid; 2) heat conduction in a slab radiating to one face of a thin slab with infinite thermal conductivity, the other face of which radiates into a medium at prescribed temperature; 3) heat conduction in a cylinder radiating to the inner surface of a thin coaxial cylindrical shell with infinite thermal conductivity, the outer surface of which radiates into a medium at prescribed temperature.
Although the exact analytical solutions of certain problems in heat conduction involving complicated boundary conditions are known, thé complexity of the analytical expressions is often such as to make them impractical for the numerical evaluation of the solutions. This is for instance the case of the writer's solution of the problem of "heat conduction in a solid in contact with a well stirred liquid" [1] . It is also the case of the problems treated by Walter P. Reid and dealing with the heat conduction in a semi-infinite solid (or cylinder) when the boundary surface radiates to one boundary surface of a thin slab (or thin cylindrical shell), with infinite thermal conductivity, the other boundary surface of which radiates into a medium at prescribed temperature [2] , [3] .
To obtain numerical answers to the above problems it is expedient to evaluate the solutions of the appropriate explicit difference analogs. The object of this report is to derive the stability criteria for the difference schemes appropriate to the problems above-mentioned.
Consider first the problem of heat conduction in a slab one face of which is in contact with a well-stirred liquid. For the sake of concreteness we shall first assume that the other face is kept at 0°C. The mathematical formulation of the problem is as follows:
In (4) we have the boundary condition appropriate to the case where the face x = a is in contact with a layer of a well-stirred liquid of width d, density po and specific heat Co. The constants K and /; are the thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of the slab, respectively.
We shall consider the problem of stability of the explicit difference scheme Since Ai = r(Ax)*/fc m r(Ax)lpc/iC where p and c are the density and specific heat of the slab, it follows that s «■ r(Ax/d)(pc/poCo). Since usually Ax <5C d and c « Co it is reasonable to assume that Ar/d-pc/poCo < 1 and a fortiori s < 1, if we anticipate the fact that the criterion for the stability of the explicit difference scheme under consideration is r ^ \.
The system of M + 1 equations consisting of (5) and (7) may be written in the matrix-vector form 
-s
Examination of the matrix A shows that if r g $ so that 1 -2r ^ 0, then the largest of the sums of the absolute values of the elements of each of the first M rows of A is equal to 1. Furthermore, we have seen that it is reasonable to assume that s á 1 or 1 -s ^ 0; accordingly, the sum of the absolute values of the elements of the last row of A is again «■ 1. The condition for the stability of the difference scheme under consideration is thus satisfied [4] .
In the above treatment we assumed that the face x -0 is kept at 0°C. If instead the temperature at x = 0 is prescribed, so that (3B) no, t) = *(o it is readily seen that the stability criterion r _ £ we found above is valid, since the error vector E" satisfies the difference equation (8) and since it vanishes on x = 0. We define the error vector E» as the vector T, -T"*. where T" is the "true" solution of (8) and T"* is the vector generated by successive application of We shall investigate the stability of the explicit difference scheme If in (21) we replace T u,n+\ by its expression from (17) with h = M, we ultimately get ,__. T*+i.,+1 = prTu-x,» 4-p(l -2r -0)7V" + (pr 4-ß + «3)7^,,,
= PTm-í., 4-Q7V,, 4-ST*+1.. (say).
Starting with the values of Tm,n for n = 0 equations (17) and (22) In conclusion, choosing the intervals Ax and At in accordance with (28) and (29) will insure the stabilitv of the difference scheme under consideration.
Finally, consider the problem of heat conduction in a cylinder subject to the boundary conditions stipulated in the second of Reid's articles mentioned above.
If, for the sake of convenience, we denote by x the radial distance ordinarily denoted by r, the mathematical formulation of the problem is as follows: 
